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CO HOEDEMAN arrived in Montreal from the Netherlands in 1965 with a film reel under his

arm and a dream to work for the National Film Board of Canada’s renowned animation

unit. It was there where he became part of the vanguard in Quebec animation launching a

distinguished career combining animated film, writing, and directing. He is the director of

a number of independent productions and of more than 27 acclaimed NFB films, including

an Academy Award for Le Château de sable / The Sand Castle. He is recognized worldwide

as a master of stop-motion animated films. His films have garnered more than 80

awards and mentions at film festivals the world over. Most recently, The Alliance for

children and television awarded him the GRAND PRIX D’EXCELLENCE, Radio-Canada for

his film Ludovic, The Snow Gift. He lives in Burlington, Ontario with his wife Judy.
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Living through the Nazi occupation of Holland and
arriving in Montreal with little more than a film reel
under his arm, Co Hoedeman had a dream to work for
the National Film Board of Canada’s renowned animation
unit. It was there where he became part of the vanguard
in Quebec animation, launching a distinguished career
combining animated film, writing and directing.

Shortly after joining the National Film Board, he began to
make film history with his innovative
techniques and his films based on Inuit legends. Working
in collaboration with Inuit artists from Nunavut and
Nunavik, his respect for the Inuit iconography, language
and music manifested in a rare
anthropological poetry and began his continuing
involvement in the culture and concerns of the peoples
of the North. The director of more than 27 acclaimed NFB
films, including an Academy Award for Le Château de
sable / The Sand Castle, he is recognized worldwide as a
master of stop-motion animated films.

In his lifetime, Co Hoedeman has accomplished his
dreams, despite the agonies of a World War, the trials
of immigration, and the barriers of starting a new life as a
stranger in a strange land. Frame by
Frame presents that life and journey.
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Frame by Frame
An Animator's Journey

Praise
“Co Hoedeman is a master of stop-motion animation whose extraordinary
creations are brought to life via an amazing range of materials. These classic
works convey strong humanitarian values—respect for the environment and
others’ differences, social inclusion, peace—while treating even his youngest
viewers with the deepest respect. Co came to Canada with the hope of working
with the NFB—not a day goes by that we are not immensely grateful!” —The
National Film Board of Canada

“When I met Co at the Cinecentrum studio in Holland in 1964, little did I know
that our paths would cross again in Canada where Co would become a famous
NFB filmmaker. Co’s memoir tells us of the rewarding life of an animator who
travelled far to reach his goals.”
—Paul Driessen, Dutch film director, animator and writer

“Co Hoedeman relays how he found his niche in the Canadian film world as a
Dutch immigrant. He used his magical talents to bring an imaginary world to
life, enchanting and entertaining millions of people both young and old, all over
the world. Hoedeman’s contribution to animated film has not gone
unnoticed!” —Nico Crama, Dutch film director and producer



DR. PETRA RICHTEROVA is a scholar, photographer, and filmmaker who received her doctorate

from Yale University (2010) specializing in the Arts of the African Diaspora. She has

photographed for Jazz at Lincoln Center, Blue Note Jazz Club, and The Black Rock Coalition,

among others. Her images have been shown at Columbia University, Fábrica de Arte Cubano, and

The Studio Museum in Harlem. Petra’s first short film, On My Mind (Blue Note Records),

premiered with Afropunk in 2020, and her second short film, Are You Hearing Me?, premiered

with Vibe Music Collective in 2021. She was a 2021-22 Scholar-in-Residence at the Schomburg

Center for Research in Black Culture (New York Public Library) where she was completing her

scholarly book on AfroCuban dance, Rumba: A Philosophy of Motion. Petra is a Professor of

African and African American Art History at Savannah College of Art and Design. She spends her

time between Brooklyn and Savannah.
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Sound of Light: Music Photography and Conversations with the Artists uncovers 25 years of
Richtervá’s photography focusing on the griots of African American and Afro-diasporic music.
Following black music scenes in New York City and on the road, it is a love letter to the art of music
and the art of photography. The book consists of images plus conversations with musicians about
their artistic process and the spirituality of music. Seeing jazz, hip hop, funk, soul, rock n' roll, street
dance culture and beyond, the volume reflects the relatedness of black music and performance
styles, celebrating the common root of artistic expression from a personal perspective. The
musicians interviewed are all longtime collaborators—this intimacy and openness comes across in
honest conversations about the creative process.

Prologue by the late poet and cultural critic Greg Tate. Interviews were conducted with Robert
Glasper, Angelo Moore, Marcus Strickland, Will Calhoun, Greg Tate, and Marcus Miller. Featured
artists include Wynton Marsalis, Bilal, Ishmael Butler, Fishbone, Keyon Harrold, Parliament-
Funkadelic, Jason Moran, Living Colour, Wadada Leo Smith, Chucho Valdés, Youssou N’Dour,
Pharoahe Monch, Hassan Hakmoun, Randy Weston, Burnt Sugar the Arkestra Chamber, Cavalier,
Chris “Daddy” Dave, Storyboard P, and Salif Keita, among others.

SOUND OF LIGHT

Awards
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Like lyrics from a rock and roll album, this debut
collection of poetry unfolds page-by-page to reveal a
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. Michelle
Lietz grew up listening to the songs of Tom Petty.
When the news of his passing was announced, the
poet felt a piece of her past break away. Her beautiful
poetry takes lyrics from Petty’s songs to launch her
exploration on themes of nostalgia, adolescence, and
the poet’s mixed Yaqui, European and Middle Eastern
identity.
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Occasionally Pretty

“Lyrics and poetry. A magical combination, especially
when the music of Tom Petty is the inspiration. Lietz’s
debut collection is alluring, divulging stories of the
highways of her life.”
—Corri Daniels, Plains Cree sixties scoop survivor
from George Gordon First Nation

“Reading Lietz’s first book is like tailgating someone who
knows where they’re going. Reading Occasionally Petty is
like finding a well-worn deer path in the woods—you
expect to feel comforted and exhilarated at the same time,
humming and buzzing.”
—Ariel Gordon, author of TreeTalk

Praise

MICHELLE LIETZ (she/her) is an Indigenous American

author of mixed Yaqui, European, and Middle Eastern

descent originally from the traditional homelands of the

Potawatomi in southeast Michigan. She holds a Master

of Arts degree in Literature, and her poetry has

previously been published in Prairie Fire’s “NDN City”

issue. Occasionally Petty is her first complete poetry

publication.
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Cassandra Rodgers

Olga Filina
Olga Filina brings over twenty years of book industry
experience to her work as an agent. From bookseller
and buyer at national and independent bookstore
chains, to director of literary festivals, library board
member, publishing consultant, independent editor,
book reviewer, and founding member of the
Professional Association of Canadian Literary Agents
(PACLA), she has the specialized knowledge to find the
best direction for her clients’ work.

A literary agent for over nine years, Cassandra Rodgers
has worked with a diverse group of clients on both adult
fiction and non-fiction projects. Her clients’ books have
been featured in publications such as Oprah, The New
York Times, and USA Today.
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